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Abstract

The sequences technique is the most used time domain

technique for the assessment of arterial baroreceptor reflex

sensitivity (BRS) and is based in the analysis of the beat-

to-beat spontaneous variability of systolic blood pressure

and heart period. Although a common used method, the

sequences technique imposes the setting of several para-

meters to determine what is a valid baroreflex event and

no consensual opinion about these parameters is found in

the literature. The theory is overlooked, and linear regres-

sion over three values is the usual procedure. The method-

ology itself can be questionable and the estimator has not

been clearly examined regarding its statistical properties,

namely bias and variance. In this work, an alternative esti-

mator that we have been using is evaluated and compared

with the traditional approach, considering real and simu-

lated data. The results obtained show that the proposed

estimator is less biased and presents lower variance than

the traditional approach.

1. Introduction

The sequences technique is a standard method for esti-

mating arterial baroreflex sensitivity (BRS). This method

uses time domain analysis of the beat-to-beat spontaneous

variability of systolic blood pressure (SBP) and heart pe-

riod (RR) and is based on the assumption that changes

in RR are driven by linear independent changes in SBP,

through the baroreflex effect. The sequences technique is

based on the identification of valid baroreflex sequences

and in a linear regression over the correspondent SBP and

RR values, in each sequence. An overall estimate is ob-

tained by averaging the regression slopes calculated du-

ring the recording period. This approach will be denoted

as local approach and its estimate as BRSloal (in sec per

mmHg).

In this work, an alternative approach, that we have been

using for estimating the BRS, is described and compared

with the local approach: instead of taking the mean of the

slopes obtained for each baroreflex sequence, the BRS is

characterized by the slope obtained from all RR and SBP

values, in the set of all baroreflex sequences. This ap-

proach gives a global measure of the baroreflex sensitivity

and will be referred as global approach and the correspon-

dent estimator BRSglobal.
2. Methods

The sequences technique is a method for BRS estima-

tion using time domain analysis of spontaneous SBP and

RR variability [1, 2]. For this analysis, as illustrated in

Figure 1, it is usual to consider sequences of consecu-

tive beats characterized by a simultaneous ramp in RR and

SBP in the same direction, either decreasing (bradycardia,

BRAD) or increasing (tachycardia, TAC). These sponta-

neous baroreflex sequences represent physiological rather

than chance interactions between SBP and RR [1]. In prac-

tice, it is usual to define thresholds in order to identify

sequences that correspond to a real baroreflex effect, al-

though no consensual opinion about their values is found

in the literature. In this work, a valid baroreflex sequence

must satisfy 3 beats minimum length, 5 ms (1 mmHg)

minimum step-wise changes in RR (SBP) and at least 0.8

of correlation coefficient.
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Figure 1. Examples of bradycardia (BRAD) and tachycar-

dia (TAC) baroreflex sequences for BRS estimation using

the sequences technique.
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Figure 2. Dispersion diagram of RRseq and SBPseq (a) and after sequences mean detrend (b). The local regression slopes

(c) and the global regression slope (d), used in local approach and global approach for BRS estimation, respectively. Real

data from [3].

For each data segment and after the identification of

all the n baroreflex sequences, the kth sequence is cha-

racterized by at least 3 pairs of values (SBP kseq ,RRkseq).

These pairs can be represented in a dispersion diagram, as

in Figure 2(a). In this work, a preprocessing step in the

cardiovascular data has been introduced. It consists in lo-

cal detrending the data (SBP kseq ,RRkseq), by subtracting

its mean valuexkSBP = SBP kseq � SBP kseqxkRR = RRkseq �RRkseq (1)

as represented in Figure 2(b). Since the mean value is na-

turally not the same for each baroreflex sequence, each one

is translated to the origin by a different factor. Therefore,

regarding a baroreflex sequence, the relative position of its

points is not altered, but the relative location of all barore-

flex sequences is changed.

The traditional (local) approach provides a local mea-

sure of the baroreflex sensitivity BRSk, associated to thekth baroreflex sequence, assuming the linear regressionxkRR = BRSk xkSBP + k + �k; k = 1; 2; :::n ; (2)

where �k is a random error term and k and BRSk are es-

timated by ordinary least squares (Figure 2(c)). An overall

estimate is obtained fromBRSloal = 1n nXk=1BRSk: (3)

Alternatively, a global measure of the baroreflex sensi-

tivity can be considered as the slope BRSglobal, obtained

from all the xRR and xSBP values in the set of all n se-

quences, xRR = BRSglobal xSBP + + �; (4)

as is illustrated in Figure 2(d).

Both approaches consist in different ways of quantifying

the baroreflex effect. The local approach provides locali-

zed information and the overall estimator can be seen as

the mean of the local baroreflex behaviours, whereas the

global approach can be interpreted as the global barore-

flex behaviour. Regarding the preprocessing step, mean

detrend has no influence on the local approach estimator,

but it has a relevant effect on the global approach. As il-

lustrated in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the global linear relation

between the variables is hidden when the sequences mean

is present.

3. Real data

The experimental data used in this work consists in 68

independent records of simultaneous RR and SBP [3]. The

records were acquired from 11 young normal individuals

(10 males, 1 female), with mean age 26 years (range 19-

37 years) and not taking any medication. For this study,

the records were separated into 53 stationary segments

with 512 beats of duration, free from ouliers and abnor-

mal rhythms. The real data presents 2222 baroreflex se-

quences, as summarized in Table 1. The percentage of se-

quences with 3 beats length was about 85% and the num-

ber of sequences with 4 and �5 was progressive and dras-

tically lower, in accordance with [1, 2].

Table 1. Number of baroreflex sequences per type and

length.

Total 3 beats 4 beats � 5 beats

BRAD 999 851 136 12

TAC 1223 1043 147 33

All 2222 1894 283 45
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4. Performance evaluation

The lack of BRS reference values for experimental data

imposed a simulation study in order to evaluate and com-

pare local and global approaches.

4.1. Simulation model

The model was designed to reproduce the linear rela-

tions between xRR and xSBP series found in the real data.

In this model formulation, only baroreflex sequences with

3 beats of duration were considered.

For each k = 1; 2; :::; n baroreflex sequence, SBP rampsskSBP were generated. The first SBP value was generated

from the empirical distribution of the equivalent values in

the real data. The following SBP values were subsequently

generated constrained to the previous ones.

In order to ensure a linear local relation between the car-

diovascular variables RR sequences skRR were simulated

using the modelskRR = BRSref skSBP + �k (5)

where � � N(0; �2) with �2 producing a realistic variance

in sRR, ie�2 = var(xRR)�BRS2refvar(xSBP ) (6)

After this step, the sequences were analyzed in order

to reject non baroreflex sequences, that is, SBP ramps

that do not originate RR ramps (non-RR ramps). In this

work, 5000 realizations of 1000 sSBP ramps and sRR
values were generated with BRSref=0.0142 se/mmHg
and n=200. Figure 3 illustrates the dispersion diagram of

two sets of simulated baroreflex sequences. The similarity

with the dispersion diagram of the baroreflex sequences in

Figure 2(b) (real data) is quite clear.
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Figure 3. Dispersion diagram of two sets of simulated

baroreflex sequences, reproducing the real data in Figure

2(b).

4.2. Simulation results

As summarized in table 2, the simulation results indicate

that the global approach presents lower mean (7% smaller)

and lower standard deviation (16% smaller) when com-

pared to the local approach. Moreover, both approaches

overestimate the reference value BRSref and the bias in

the global approach is 43% smaller.

Table 2. Simulation results (5000 realizations, n=200 andBRSref=0.0142): mean, variance and bias of the esti-

mates BRSloal and BRSglobal.BRSloal BRSglobal
Mean 0.0171 0.0158

Variance (�10�4) 4.5931 3.8554

Bias (�10�3) 2.8888 1.6539

As illustrated in Figure 4(a), it was found that theBRSloal estimate is higher than the BRSglobal estimate.
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Figure 4. Simulation results (5000 realizations, n=200

and BRSref=0.0142): (a) Dispersion diagram of theBRSloal versus BRSglobal estimates. (b) Distribution of

the global estimates using baroreflex sequences ( t), SBP

ramps ( t) or non-RR ramps ( d).
Both approaches overestimate the reference value be-

cause:

(i) lower slopes are more likely to be labeled as invalid

baroreflex sequences and excluded from the analysis, and

(ii) the random error term �k in the regression model does

introduce itself a tendency towards higher values of BRS.

As is illustrated in Figure 4(b) for the global approach,

the invalid baroreflex sequences (non-RR ramps) tend

to underestimate the reference value, and when all SBP

ramps are included for the BRS estimation (independently

if they are baroreflex sequences or not) is possible to get

an unbiased BRS estimate.
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Figure 5. Real data results: (a) Dispersion diagram of the BRS estimates (53 real data segments). (b) Plot of the local and

global estimates using baroreflex sequences ( t), SBP ramps ( t) or non-RR ramps ( d).
5. Study in real data

Figure 5 summarizes the results obtained with the real

data. The correlation between the estimates was found to

be significant and positive (n=53, p << 0:001 in a 1-tailed

test for the hypothesis of no correlation). Pearson correla-

tion coefficient was 0:91, revealing a strong linear relation

between the two estimates.

There is the confirmation of the relation BRSloal >BRSglobal in the real data, as illustrated in Figure 5(a).

Furthermore, Figure 5(b) shows a behaviour entirely con-

cordant with the simulation results: the estimates using

baroreflex sequences are higher than the estimates using

SBP ramps, which are higher than the estimates using non-

RR ramps.

From the 68 independent records, it was possible to ex-

tract 10 records of 1024 beats duration and divide each one

in 2 segments of 512 beats. A paired comparison on the

same segment, between local and global approach, was

performed with similar results (BRSloal > BRSglobal;
n=10, p < 0:01), while the paired comparison on diffe-

rent segments of the same record did not reveal statistical

differences for the BRS values in either approaches (n=10,p > 0:4). Therefore, the characterization of the BRS for

one record (or individual) is much more dependent on the

choice of the approach than on the choice of the segment.

6. Conclusions

The results from the real and the simulated data point

out the relation BRSloal>BRSglobal. The simulation

results also indicate that BRSglobal presents lower value

(7% smaller), lower dispersion (16% smaller) and lower

error to the reference value (43% smaller) than BRSloal.
The results indicate that can be advantageous the use of

SBP ramps in the estimation of BRS. Besides that, theBRSglobal estimator is more robust than the BRSloal es-

timator (the mean of the local baroreflex behaviours).

Finally, from the paired comparisons with real data, it

was found that the characterization of the BRS for one in-

dividual is much more dependent on the choice of the ap-

proach than on the choice of the data segment.
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